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INTRODUCTION 
The first part02l of this report appeared in 1942. The paper has aimed to 
study the relation between illusion-amount, perseveration-tendency, and 
handwriting. But the last part on handwriting has not yet been reported. 
By the War and other circumstances, the report was interrupted. Editor 
Prof. Dr. Ohwaki invited me recently to contribute to "The Tohoku 
Psychologica Folia. ". So I hope to finish the former report and to dedicate 
this paper to Prof. Dr. Ohwaki in celebration of his sixtieth birthday by 
this chance. 
Traditional graphology has described personality with daily empirical 
words, e.g. "impulsivity", "coldness", etc. To our regret, the terms used 
have often not posessed the guarantee of experimental facts. It is the last 
goal of our study to find more objective methods of handwriting-description 
which are connected with experimental-characterological facts. 
Since 1938 we have tried two characterological experiments on one hand 
and the experimental determination of characteristics of handwritings writ-
ten naturally by the subjects on the other hand. Namely, we have measur-
ed at first the illusion-amount using Sander's figure<8l and according to 
Ostermeyer's method<l6). We could guess with high possibility that little 
amount of illusion depends upon analytical attitude, accordingly upon the 
introvert, and that large amount of illusion upon synthetical attitude, ac-
cordingly upon extrovert. The second experiment was the measurement of 
perseveration-tendency according to Passarge's and Kiihle's method0 l. If 
we extend Bayer's<5l results, we may say rightly that perseverative person 
is introvertive, and non-perseverativ(associative)person is extrovertive. Thus, 
we could determine subjects' character-types and compare them with hand-
writings. 
Now, our interest centered on the question as to how illusion-amount, 
perseveration-tendency, and handwriting explain each other; namely, how 
they supplement their explanation each other about the personality of 
subjects, where they agree and where they contradict, or which aspect of 
personality is caught most adequately by each method. 
We must be warned beforehand of the character of our study from 
methodological point of view. It seems necessary to distinguish explorative 
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study from demonstrative study0 >. If the conclusion of a study depends 
largely on theoretical or practical insight or perspective, we may call the 
study explorative. If the conclusion of a study arises markedly from objective 
matarial, we can call the study demonstrative. Demonstrative study is 
always more exact than explorative study. However, demonstrative study 
can perform nothing without the explorative which always preceedes it. 
Explorative study points to the range of possible factors, teaches us the techn-
iques to transfer qualitatively predicates to quantitatively determinable items, 
and offers the frames of reference necessary to the construction of hypothesis. 
Be the matter as it may, our study has the explorative character the 
reason of which follows : Traditional systems of graphology have often 
become the object of scientific criticism. Nevertheless, we can say that the 
existence of traditional graphology has prepared an insight, an orientation, 
or a hypothesis to the scientific psychology of handwriting or the experi-
mental graphology. However, this statement is valid only in Europe and 
America. The Japanese and Chinese have not developed the graphology, 
though they have completed the aesthetics of handwriting. If we want to 
establish the characterology of handwriting, we need the graphological in-
sight, orientation, or hypothesis. To attain to them, it is inevitable to carry 
out the above-stated explorative study first. 
Therefore, we have not used any standardized test in this illusion ex-
periment as well as in all the following experiments in order to determine 
the character of subjects. 
RESULTS OF FORMER CHARACTEROGICAL EXPERIMENTS 
1. Experiment on Illusion-Amount 
As a result of the experiment of illusion we have found that its amount 
indicates subject's analytical or synthetical attitude of perception<l2)_ Further, 
we have recognized that the same experiment indicates the clearness or 
vagueness of perception at the same time. Analytical attitude and clear 
perception are not necessarily correlative with each other. For example, 
subject A is synthetical as well as clear. 
We shall here state only the principal idea and the last results of this 
exeriment. Suppose now the rank of length of lines to compare : a, b, c, d, 
and e is a<b<c<d <e, and standard stimulus is equal to d. According to 
experimental condition, the large amount of illusion is indicated in many 
judgements of the following categories : very short, a little short. The 
little amount of illusion is suggested in many judgements of categories : very 
long, a little long. 
If a subject judges these lines (a) very long, (b) a little long, (c) equal, 
(d) a little short, (e) very short, his perception is clear. On the contrary, 
if he judges (a) a little long, (b) very long, (c) a little short, (d) equal, (e) 
1) The author has expressed such view in his book (in Japanese): Sin Zido-Tyosaho 
(New Introduction to Methods of Child Survey), 1955. Tokyo. 
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very short, his perception is vague. Namely, if the ranks of subject's re-
sponse correlate to the real length of stimuli, his perception is clear. If the 
former does not correlate to the latter, the perception is vague. We call here 
the subjects A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, and I, according to the amount of illusion. 
And if we classify artificially all the subjects in groups, we get the follow-
ing table. 
Table 1 The Result of Illusion Experiment 




A, B, C 
D, E, F 
G, H, I 





E, F, H, I 
A, D, G 
2. Experiment of Perseveration 
By this experiment we can classify the personality of subjects as in the 
case of former experiment also. Further, we have found the grade of task 
devotion. 
This experiment consists of two parts. A subject recites loudly mean-
ingless syllables which mix the persevratively-and the associatively-construct-
ed syllables (First part). After the first part, the subject is examined the 
effect of the former recitation : The subject must answer the first syllable 
which appears spontaneously in his mind stimulated with the presented ex-
amination syllable (Second part). The subject responds in many cases with 
perserative or associative syllables, or with syllables similar to them. But 
in some cases, the subject responds with the same syllable as the examina-
tion syllable, or the syllable similar to it. We call such a response an "ex-
amination stimulus word" or "SW" response for short. SW response is not 
the recall of former recitation, it is a simple repetition of stimulus in ex-
amination. Therefore, the subject can respond SW easily, without the devo-
tion to the instructed task. If a subject responds a large amount of RW, we 
may say he has a little amount of devotion to the experiment. The similar 
response which indicates the lack of devotion is "Not Intended Persevera-
tion" (nip). We are able to judge the grade of devotion by these SW and 
niP. Thus we can get the following table. 
Table 2 The Result of Perseveration Experiment 
Perseveration and Association Task Devotion 
Perserative H, E, I Sufficient E, C, F 
Middle C, D, A Middle H, I, D, A, G 
Associative G, B, F Insufficient B 
As to the reaction-time, subject G is the largest. His reaction-time is 
three times as much as the second largest subject D. This reaction-time of 
subject G may have remarkabe characterological meaning. His introspection 
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showed the over-estimation of difficulty, want of certainty, unpleasantness, 
anxiety about the purpose of experiment, liking and disliking to syllables, etc. 
3. Comparison between two experiments 
We have guessed that large illusion as well as little perseveration signify 
the extrovert, and little illusion as well as large perseveration the introvert. 
Therefore we compare between the ranking by the largeness of illusion and 
that by the smallness of perseveration, which brings following table. 
Table 3 Comparison between Illusion and Perseveration 
Ranking by large- . b I Dilfec=re of nmk" I Rankmg Y small- the grade of discre--
Subject n~ss of persevera- pancy between two 
ness of illusion ti n experiments 
A 1 4 3 
B 2 2 0 
C 3 6 3 
D 4 8 4 
E 5 5 0 
F 6 1 5 
G 7 3 4 
H 8 9 1 
I 9 7 2 
The disagreement is notable in the result of D, F, and G. Where can 
we find the cause of disagreement? We may say that we must seek it in 
the speciality in personality structure of subjects. But the problems lies in the 
experimental symptom of that speciality. 
Such a case we can find in subject G. He has shown a little persevera-
tion, namely large association which means extrovert, while he shows little 
illusion which suggests introvert. Probable explanation is that the associative 
response may mean the "right" answer, while perseverative reponse may be 
the "wrong". Thus, if a subject has the extreme eagerness to the right re-
sponse, he will repress the naturally appearing perseverative syllable and 
explores in mind the "right" associative syllable. Consequently his response-
time becomes large. 
This is, however, a supposition. Morever, we can not find out any cause 
of the discrepancy about the subjects D and F. So, it is necessary for us to 
use another characterological material. The material which we want to 
adopt is handwriting. It is our problem to find in the handwriting the 
characterological cause which disrupts the former experiments. What are 
the characteristics which distinguish the handwrings of D, F, and G from 
those of other subjects: A, B, C, E, H. and I? 
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EXPERIMENT AL DESCRIPTION OF HANDWRITINGS 
1. Standpoints and Theories about the Judgement of Handwriting 
The purpose of this part is to find out the ground of discrepancy 
between the characterological results of the former experiments. 
We meet first with a difficult problem : the method of objective descrip-
tion of handwriting. The observation of handwriting by the experimenter 
himself may become subjective, because he knows the results of the former 
experiments as well as the daily behavior of subjects. Therefore, it will be 
better to see various former methods and views about the observation of 
handwriting. 
There is a mode of handwring study which is to be called objective 
graphology. This type of study measures the objective characteristics of 
letters quantitatively, e.g. length of t-bar, line direction, thickness of lines, 
etc1). 
Another way of handwriting study is physiognomical. Handwriting has 
itself the physiognomical expression. This physiognomical expression can be 
observed intuitively. Many traditional graphologists stand on such physiog-
nomical attitude. However, such a way has many problems about its scientific 
ground. 
Lavater (1741~1801) first thought that we know other people's mentality 
and character by physiognomy from our own experience. Later, he expressed 
his criticism on his own opinion that such unconsious comparison with past 
experience is not sufficient to explain physiognomical judgment. He arrived 
at the view that the physiognomy itself puts pressure on us directly. "Why 
is that face unpleasant as a whole?" asked Lavater in his later bookCI3)_ He 
stated, "The face is unpleasant, because it threatens us with the excite-
ment. • • • • Our nerves are affected by this other's face similarly as his ex-
citement. • • • • It is not because of the results of such excitement. · • · · Such a 
face itself stimulates and presses the organism bodily and directly. " Lavater 
pointed that such recognition of physiognomy lies in the "natural'' or "vague" 
existence of physiognomy. According to the above-stated theory, Lavater 
leaves his graphological judgement to his "feeling" and first impression<2). 
Klages's procedure<9) is as follows : in the first step, it is necessary to 
have no knowledge previously about the content of the text and no intention 
to judge. One must receive the impression of handwriting feature plainly as 
they seem. The impression must be described with as simple words as pos-
sible. After a whole day the strict scientific analysis comes. The former and 
the latter study supplement each other. The latter differenciates as follows: 
(1) The inspection of material on the completeness of writing, the outer and 
inner state of writing. (2) Preliminary study on the writer: sex, environ-
ment, age, race, occupation level, culture level, etc., as well as on the 
form of handwriting: form level, balance, and regularity, etc. (3) Chief 
1) A few from many examples: Reference, 6, 7, 17. For the outline of such studies, 
see also: 3, 18. 
2) This paragraph about Lavater is based on Klages's paper, "Prinzipielles bei Lavater" 
in 10, Reference. 
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study: We must pick up remarkable characteristic of a letter which appears 
most frequently, and collect the similar around this; there arises a group of 
similar characteristics of the letter. A system of bodily movement corresponds 
to the group. Further, a totality of personality traits, or a character-image 
coordinates to the system of bodily movement. But the character-image is 
not limited to only one kind. It is possible to find several kinds of character-
images from a handwriting. We must pay attention to another type of similar 
letter features on the left. Another character-image coresponds with another 
group of letter features. The same procedure of character image formation 
is repeated further to the features of handwriting on the left. The character-
images which are brought from the above procedures supplement each other. 
Such is Klages's procedure of handwriting judgment. We can say his stand-
point is physiognomical like Lavater's one. 
We may describe Mandowsky's studyCl4> of handwriting, as "experimental-
ly physiognomical" so to speak. He collected 13 handwritings of psychopaths, 
which were presented by a magic lantern to subjects who little knew both 
psychopathy and graphology. Mandowsky instructed subjects "to be affected 
by the characteristics of a letter", or to accept them "emotional". Subjects's 
description of the letter characteristics were compared with each other as 
to their correlation and related to the condition of patients. Thus Mandowsky 
tried to gain a new aid to pathological diagnosis. 
Arnheim tried on a large scale the experimental examinationsC4> on the 
physiognomy which contained the study of handwriting. To a subject who 
had not graphological knowledge or experience was presented a group of 
physiognomical material on one hand and another group of objects on the 
other hand. The subject was asked to combine the physiognomical material 
to the belonging objet. Such experiments on combination with two kinds of 
things were made on the following materials : handwring, person, portrait, 
words or behavior of persons, etc. The subjects were instructed to judge 
physiognomical materials directly by spontaneous impression and not to think 
this and that. Besides the above experiment on reversion, Arnheim carried 
out the experiment of "free description". Subjects were shown a handwriting 
or a silhoutte and asked to describe freely the impression of its character. 
Arnheim concluded that physiognomical judgement has the percentage of 
right combinations which is far more than the probability of chance and 
that everybody has the natural ability of physiognomical judgement. 
A few studies in our country treat the handwriting from the standpoint 
of the criticism to graphology or of the perception of letter form. We are 
sorry there is no research which treats the handwriting as a physiognomical 
expression of personality. We derive various suggestions from the above-cited 
theories and studies: Lavater's meaningful insight to the natural existence 
of physiognomical ability, Klages's not only intuitive but also methodological-
ly careful treatment of handwriting, Mandowsky's (also Arnheim's) method 
of free description, and Arnheim's procedure to combine physiognnmical 
material with reversionary objects. Thus we have planed the following ex-
periments. 
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2. Our Experiment on Type-Assignment 
We need the objective description of handwriting. Therefore, the ex-
perimentalist seeks the observation by other persons. Furthermore, we can 
not rely on the result by only one observer, and we adopt many cooperative 
judges who little know either the personality or handwriting of subjects. 
We can prevent arbitrary observation by many cooperative judgements. 
Postcards were used as experimental materials. Every postcard was put 
into an envelope and only the directions (name and address) were visible 
from a rectangle opening, the sender's name and address being hidden. 
These handwritings had been written naturally by the subjects of former 
experiments as postcard. Every observer who has no knowledge about gra-
phology was shown handwritings, all arranged on a table. The experi-
mentalist presented at the same time a letter scale which contained 9 main 
samples or types of handwriting form. The observer was asked to assign a 
similar type in the scale, saying, "This hand is similar to that type". Such 
type-assignment was carried out about all 9 handwritings. This experiment 
preceded the experiment of free description which will be stated later. 
The purpose of this experiment lay in objectively ascertaining the fol-
lowing free description. For example, suppose a man says this hand is 
''fluent". Is this statement objective? We cannot know the real content of 
his image, if we depend only on his word, "fluent". In order to catch it 
more exactly, it will be better to get the observer's assignment of the sample 
or object which he takes similar to his image, "fluent". 
Let us explain the scale more precisely. This scale was made from the 
experimentalist's resuitsWl on handwriting and character. The scale board 
Table 4 The Scale of Letter Type1l 
No. of I Name of Letter 
I 
Chief Feature I Abbreviation 





Curved and irregular I 
(2) Transition I I Both curved and straight l>F 
(3) Transition II Straight and horizontal I=F 
(4) Transition III Slanting and length-variational F>I 
(5) Fluency Parallel with cmbining line F 
(6) Stylizing Like a cope-book Scop 
(7) Stylizing Original style Sorlg 
(8) Mix Mix, tending to combining lines Mcomb 
(G) Mix Mix, tending to trembling Mweak 
1) As to the details, cf. (11). Our graphological finding consists of two principles: 
the viewpiont of inertia or non-inertia (=fluency) and that of stylizing. No. (5) 
is free from inertia. No. (1) is the type of inertia. There are transitive types (2) 
(3) (4) between (l)and (5) : (2) is rather similar to (1), (4) is rather alike to 
(5), and (3) is of middle nature. About the stylizing, see Page 31. 
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contained only the copy of letter samples and the number of them. Table 4 
adds the name of letter type, chief feature, and abbreviation, so that we 
may interpret easily the results of this experiment. 
ILLUSTRATION I 
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Thoug h the subjects answered only with the number of type, we show 
the results rather with the abbreviation than with the number, because it 
makes the interpretation of the results easier. 5 persons perticipated in this 
observation , and Table 5 is ,the result by those. 
From Table 5, we can guess how the observers judge the forms of 
handwritings, though they explain nothing in themselves. Thus, we get the 
follo wing summery about the characteristics of letters : 
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Table 5 The Assignment of Letter Type 
Handwriting/ The Assigned Types 
A F, F , F, F > I M comb. 
B F > I orF, F > I, Mcomb, M weak, I. 
C F > I , E > I, F > l , Mcomb, M weak 
D Sorig, M comb. Mcomb, F, l = F 
E l = F, I = F, I = F, l = F, l = F . 
F Scop,l > F or F > I, Mcomb, F, F . 
G Scop,Sorig, l = F ; l = F, M weak 
H l > F, l = F, F > I, Mcomb, Mcomb. 
I F , F,F > I,F > l,Mweak 
a combining line. 
A is fluent as a whole. 
B shows a contradictory tendency 
(F and I!), but is approximate 
to fluency as a whole. 
C is mixed type which tends 
markedly to fluency . 
D is stylized hand attended with 
a notable combining line, 
slightly suggests the inertia. 
E shows very distinct tendency: 
inertia balanced with fluency. 
F is stylized like a copy-book, 
mixed with fluency and with 
G is remarkably stylized like a copy-book or followed with originality, and 
the fluency is insufficient. 
H is not fluent as a whole, mixed with a combining tendency. 
I tends remarkably to fluency , and suggests a weak pressure. 
The italic prints are the predicates which can be taken as representative 
to the whole tendency. 
ILLUSTRATION II 
Following photographs are the copy of material used in our experiment. To 
every handwriting were added some explanations which are collected from the 
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3. Experiment of Free Description 
The materials and the observers of this experiment are the same as 
the former experiment. And this experiment was carried out immediately 
after the former experiment. The experimenter instructed after the type-
assignment to the observer, "Please tell me about whatever you feel or 
think, whether it is about the form of letter or about the character of the 
person. " The experimenter recorded the observer's all description. 
What kind of arrangement is effective to the results of this experiment? 
The quantitative treatment of free statement is not easy and not necessarily 
fruitful. We dealt rather qualitatively with the results. Then, it may be a 
profitable way to arrange all descriptions from a principal point of view. But 
we think it is necessary here to gain more compressed and distinct predicates. 
We compress all the statements according to the following principle : We 
select a representative description (a word or a phrase) from a group of 
descriptions which contain the same or similar meaning. Even a single 
statement is important, so that we do not ignore it, and account it into re-
presentative words, if its meaning can not be regarded as similar to other 
statements; therefore, if it is clearly discriminated from the other state-
ments. Accordingly, even if two or more predicates about the handwriting 
of a person are contradictory to each other, we do not omit any of them, 
but we take them all into account. Further, we select one formal and two 
personal predicates which may be regarded as most representative, and 
print them in italic type. We thus get the following table. 





---A---~1-S-ofi_t_a-nd_r_o __ u_n_d_is_h_,-r-eg-~lar--~1 Largely-built and generous ~elf-








Indifferent, simple, quickness, l Naive, isolated and disharmoni 
disrupted, disharmonious, con• 1 ous, stiff, serious 







Overflowing energy, skilful hand I Drilled personality, socially tem-
pered man, smoothness 
I Rugged form, hard lines, not I Unadaptable person, untidy man, uniform, poor hand earnestness, rational head 
[ Endeavor to write cleverly I Monotone, simple-mind~d 
I 
Drilled hand, careful and not I unadaptable, somewhat nervous 
cursive, solid and regular -------1 Indifferent ~nd vague hand, spl,it I Brisk~ess, eccentric personality 
H hand, sturdy lines, lengthwise without balance, thin and tall 
long body 
I I 
Unconcerndly and fluently writ- ! Personality with balance, har-
ing, slow writing, roundish I mony, commonness, politeness 
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ILLUSION, PERSEVERA TION, AND HANDWRITING 
1. Handwriting and Discrepancy of Former Experiments 
We are able to get many suggestions about graphological relation. But 
our present question is the specialities which distinguish D, F, and G from 
other subjects. 
If we inquire into Table 5 more precisely, it is not difficult for us to 
find our questionable speciality. It is the "stylizing" in the handwriting. 
Other subjects do not show such type. However, has this stylizing symptom 
the power to solve the discrepancy of characterological experiments? )Vhat 
is the psychological meaning of stylizing? We have reported already in other 
paper<Jl) that while one is stylizing, one is affected from the ideal, endeavor, 
phantasy, or a strong literal emotion, so that it is almost impossible to find 
up the real natural character. Namely, stylizing is the endeavor to rise 
above the natural character. In other words, stylizing is the endeavor which 
may also signify the characterological experiments. 
When we examine the former two experiments, we can find easily the 
possibility of the above endeavor to be more than nature. Perseveration ex-
periment contains such experimental condition which may make the subject 
sometimes repress the naturally occuring representation of perseverative 
syllable: Perseverative reaction has possibility to be taken as "wrong" re-
sponse while the associative syllable may mean the "right" answer. Thus, 
an endeavoring introvertive character may select unconsiously the associative 
syllable, and bring the discrepancy of characterological experiments. Therefore, 
it will be better here to collect more precisely such endeavoring symptoms 
as only D, F, and G possess and other subjects do not. 
Table 7 Endeavoring Predicates at Discrepant Subjects. 
D: "Sorig", skilful hand, drilled personality, socially tempered man. 
F: '·Scopy'', endeavor to write cleverly. 
G: "Scopy", "Sortg", drilled hand, careful and not cursive letter. 
On the other hand, the subjects who has showed little difference between 
experiments are B, E, H, and I. If we examine the predicates of the handwri-
tings, we can find the words contradictory to endeavoring. 
Table 8 Non-Endeavoring Predicates at Correlative Sub. 
B: Inexact, loose, light-hearted, broad-minded. 
E: Rugged form, poor hand, untidy man. 
H: Indifferent and vague hand. 
I : Unconcernedly and fluently writing. 
If we compare Table 7 with Table 8, we can assume that the endeavo-
ring character is sometimes the cause of discrepancy between illusion-amount 
and perseveration-tendency. 
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2. Other Generalization 
What is the general law between illusion-amount, perseveration-tendency, 
and handwriting? We cannot conclude a doubtless law or relation between 
them. But if we dare to construct some hypothetical propositions, we can 
state them about several groups of subjeGts. 
(1) Subjects A, B, and C suggest that extrovertive persons who show a 
large amount of illusion express fluent handwritings. 
(2) It seems probable that men of little illusion, namely introvertive 
persons have "not fluent" or "stylizing" handwriting, which examples we 
find in F, G, and H. The handwriting of I seems somewhat exceptional. But 
we can take the feature "slow writing" as the sympton of introvert. It is 
possible that slow writing or weak pressure can reduce the power of inertia 
and bring the appearance of fluent handwriting. 
(3) The person who shows clearly coincident results is subject E. The 
man who has middle position as to illusion and perseveration shows here 
also middle position from the viewpoint of hanwriting. 
(4) A person whose characterological experiments bring the largest 
vagueness of perception and the most insufficient devotion to experiment, in 
spite of his willing cooperation, shows an inexact handwriting (Subject B) 
It is probable that a man of "broad-mind" or "talent" does not care about 
trivial matter, and he not only writes his letter inexactly but also cannot 
respond strictly to the experiment. 
3. Annotation to Subjects and Hands-Observers 
It is inevitable to show the property of the subjects and handwriting-
observers, because our study is not based on sufficiently generalizedd samples 
and in such explorative study the experimental results and the properties of 
daily observed character have equivalent weight. We asked the persons, 
X, Y, and Z, for the assignment of subjects' character-type according to the 
observation in their daily lives. X was the assistant of the Psychological 
Institute of the Tohoku University, Y the psychological in vestigator of 
the Naval Technical Institute, and Z the student of the Department of Law 
in the Tohoku University. 
We used E. R. Jaensch's integration-typology as the standard for type 
assignment. X and Y were the experts of Jaensch's typology. As Z had not 
known Jaensch's typology, we offered him a papert2) which introduced it, 
let him learn and understand it well enough, and then made him judge 
subjects' character-type. 
The method of observation about daily life has limitation: We can not 
assign the type of the person whose daily life we are not aquainted with. 
Namely, every observer could not judge all the subjects. Under such circum-
stances, X judged subjects, A, D, E, G, and I; Y subjects B and H; and Z 
subjects, C and F. 
Furthermore, we will show for reference the table of hand-observers. 
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Table 9 Properties of Subjects 




























Student of psychology 
Student of psychology 
Student of Japanese philology 
Post-graduates student of psychology 
Student of psychology 
Student of science cource of high school 
Student of psychology 
Student of psychology 
Student of psychology 
Table 10 The Observers of Handwriting This result seems to the ex-
perimenter (the author) very 
adequate: it has very good 
co-ordination with the totality 
of illusion and perseveration 
experiments and physiogno-
mical features of handwrit-











Student of Literature Department 
Student of Literature Department 
Old teacher of a middle school 
Student of Legal Department 
Member of Legal Research Institute 
Office boy 
Old artist of Japanese painting All the subjects and hand-
observers are male. All the 
persons except subject F and hand-observers 3 and 7 belonged to the Tohoku 
University. Finally, we want to express very deep thanks to the subjects' 
and handwriting-observers' willing participation in our study. 
SUMMARY 
Experiments were carried out on illusion-amount and perseveration-
tendency from the characterological point of view, using 9 male students as 
subjects. 
Some subjects, D, F and G, have shown comparatively high discrepancy 
between two experiments in characterological meaning. The handwritings by 
subjects were selected as the material which were expected to suggest the 
cause of the discrepancy. We have expected, that the ground of the in-
congruity of the two experimental results was personality itself ; if any 
aspect of the whole personality could appear in handwriting, the handwrit-
ing might indicate the cause of the above discrepancy. 
The next problem was how to describe objectively the characteristics of 
handwriting. We have asked for free description about the impression or 
physiognomy of handwritings, may it be of letter form or of personal character, 
to 7 observers who did not know graphology. The predicates which were 
stated by observers were analyzed. Experimenter found that the handwrit-
ings by D, F, and G contained the property of "stylizing" or "endeavoring", 
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which other subjects, A, B, C, E, H, and I did not possess. Thus the experi-
menter infers that "stylizing" or "endeavoring" can bring the discrepancy 
between characterological experiments. 
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PRINTING CORRECTION 
The author must apologize to readers for many misprints in his former 
papers. Following correction concerns only meaning hindering errors. 
About Reference No. 11 : 
Page, line I Instead of I Read I 
130, 15 Hemmung Tragheit 
131, 37 Vp. 28 Vp. 26 
134, 13 wierdestehe widerstehe 
136, 25 stazlich satzlich 
About Reference No. 12 : 
Page 46 "VI 14. 25" ought to be placed after "X2 14. 50". Page 78, Iine36~7. 
Instead of Read 
Vp. ····VIII VI---- Vp. ····VIII VI···· 
Rang••• -5 6 • • • • Rang-•• -6 5 · · · · 
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RÉSUMÉ 
Quelques expérimentations fument faites sur la qualité de ]'illusion 
visuelle et la tendence de persèvération du poin de vue caractérologique, 
employant neuf étudiants mâles comme sujets. Quelques-uns-D, F et G-
montrèrent une contradiction (disintégration) assez remarquable durant deux 
expérimentations. Les écritures des sujets furent choisies comme matières 
qu'on espèra d'indiquer la cause de la contradiction. Nous devinâmes que le 
fond de l'incongruité des deux résultats expérimentaux seraient la personaJité 
elle-même: si quelque aspect de toute la personalité pourrait se montrer dans 
l'écriture, l'écriture indiquerait la cause de cette contradiction. 
Le deuxième problème fut comment on décrirait objectivement les traits 
d'écritures. Nous demandâmes à sept observateurs qui ne surent pas la 
graphologie de décrire librement de l'impression ou la physiognomie des 
écritures-soit de la forme de lettres, soit du caractère personel. Des at-
tribus mentionés par les observateurs furent analysés. Nous trouvâmes que 
les écritures de D, F et G continrent la qualité de "stylisation" ou d' "effort" 
que les autres sujets-A, B, C, E, H et D-ne possédèrent pas. 
Nous présumâmes ainsi que "la formalisation" ou "l'effort" pourrait ap-
porter la contradiction entre les expérimentations caractérologiques. 
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Vom charakterologischen Gesichtspunkte aus, haben wir Versuche über 
Tauschungsmenge und Perseverationstendenz an 9 mannlichen Studenten ais 
Vpn. durchgeführt. Einige Vpn., D, F und G, zeigten verhaltnissmassig 
hohere Diskrepanz zwischen zwei Experimenten in der charakterologischen 
Bedeutung. 
Die Handschriften von V pn. wurden ais die Materie gewahlt, welche 
den Grund dieser Diskrepanz hînzudeuten erwartet wurde. Wir haben 
gedacht, dass es die ganze Personlichkeit sei die die zwei Versuchsresultate 
gegeneinander zwiespaltig machte : Wenn irgendeine Phase der Personlichkeit 
an der Handschrift erscheinen konnte, so mochte die Handschrift uns den 
Grund der gewonnenen Diskrepanz verraten. 
Die Eigenschaften der Handschrift objektiv zu beschreiben ist nicht leicht. 
Wir baten 7 Beobachter, die über Graphologie fast nichts wussten, um ihren 
Eindruck oder die Physiognomie der Handschriften zu bechreiben, sei es von 
Scriftform oder von Charakter der Schreiber. Die von ihnen beschriebenen 
Eigenschaften wurden analysiert. Wir haben gefunden, dass die Handschrif-
ten von D, F und G mit der Eigenschaft der Stilisierung oder des Strebens 
sich abhoben was die anderen Vpn., A, B, C, E, H und I dagegen gar nichts 
zeigten. Daraus schliessen wir, dass die Stilisierung oder das Streben bei 
der Personlichkeit die Diskrepanz zwischen zwei charakterologischen Ver-
suchsresultaten gebracht hatte. 
